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MAYOR AND COUNCIL
2017-21

Left to right: Councillor Victor Czop, Councillor
Terry Wickett, Councillor Beryl West, Councillor
Dan McLelland, Mayor Jennifer Handley,
Councillor David Mitchell, Councillor John
Dozeman.
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MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR
Well what can be said about 2020? It will certainly be a year
none of us will ever forget. There are no instruction manuals
or courses to take on how to govern during a worldwide
pandemic. All levels of government had to adapt constantly
and at times had very little information to work with. I could
not be more proud of the work that Council and all of our staff
did during those uncertain times. When all of this began
Council was very clear that we wanted to keep moving the
Town forward with our original plans for 2020 and not put
things on pause because of the pandemic. We wanted to be
prepared for when things did open up again so that our
residents, businesses and tourists would see some visible
changes in our town and know that we are still progressing
forward. To say this year was difficult would be an
understatement, but to be able to proudly say in an economic
downturn and a worldwide pandemic that our town thrived,
is something we can all take pride in.
Jennifer Handley
Mayor of Nanton
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MESSAGE FROM THE CAO
With the exceptions of the impacts to our recreation
services and new arrangements for Council meetings and
public at the office (for which I thank the public for their
continued patience), the pandemic had only a marginal
impact on our day-to-day activities over the course of the
year. We continued with our capital and operational plans
and were largely successful in getting much of that work
done.
Indeed, with some extra provincial funding
assistance and a lot of down time in recreation, we were
able to hire temporary employees when needed and
undertake additional capital repair and maintenance at the
Tom Hornecker Recreation Centre (THRC).
Our staff
generally responded well to the whole situation, but I will
single out the sterling work of our recreation employees for
dealing with some unusually stressful situations with the onagain, off-again arena COVID-19 restrictions that were
frequently being modified, revised and interpreted
differently throughout the Province to the understandable
upset of users. The partnership of the user groups was very
much appreciated over that difficult time.
We bid farewell to Cheryl Cochlan (Tax/Utilities) and
welcomed Carmen Gareau into her position. We also saw
a complete change in MD of Willow Creek Peace Officer
personnel patrolling Nanton.
I hope that you find in this report some useful information
that indicates where we are making progress and what was
done with funds in 2020. We are always happy to answer
further questions on specific aspects at the office.
Neil Smith
Chief Administrative Officer
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ORGANIZATION AT A GLANCE
TOWN OF NANTON ORGANIZATIONAL CHART (PERSONNEL)
COUNCIL

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICER

OPERATIONS
MANAGER

FIRE CHIEF

CLERK
OPER
0.5 FTE

LEGISLATIVE
SERVICES

CORPORATE
SERVICES
MANAGER

CLERK
TAX/UTIL
1 FTE

Deputy Fire
Chief

Volunteer
Fire Fighters
23

LEAD HAND
REC & FAC
1 FTE

Not all positions
in the chart are
filled at the
same time –
some are
seasonal and
others remain
vacant until
required.

FINANCE
ASST
.8 FTE

Pool
Supervisor
Seasonal
Admin

OPER II
UTIL
1 FTE

OPER II
PW
1 FTE

OPER II
PRKS & FAC
1 FTE

Senior
Lifeguards

OPER I
UTIL
1 FTE

OPER I
PW
1.5 FTE

OPER I
FAC & PRKS
1 FTE, PTE

Junior
Lifeguards

LABOURER
PW
1 FTE

SEASONAL
LABOURER

OPER I
PW
.5 FTE

PLANNING &
DEVELOPMENT
OFFICER

EXEMPT MANAGEMENT TEAM:
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
CORPORATE SERVICES MANAGER
OPERATIONS MANAGER
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES

Changes in 2020:
•

No major changes in 2020.
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TOWN OF NANTON: PRINCIPAL OPERATIONAL CONTRACTOR RELATIONSHIPS

Changes in 2020:
•

No major changes in 2020.
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Financial Highlights

Where the money came from in 2020
5%

3%

4%

57%
31%

Municipal Taxes

Sales & User Fees

Franchaise Fees & Leases

Government Grants

Other (fines, penalties, interest)

Municipal Taxes (57%) are the net municipal portion of all property taxes levied or collected
and this was a slight decrease from 2019.
Sales and User Fees (31%) are the funds raised for utilities and other services charged to the
user.
Franchise Fees and Leases (5%) are funds raised through the lease or license of municipal
property and the fees charged to Fortis Alberta for its electric distribution system within the
Town.
Other (4%) includes revenues which are not included in the above categories. This includes
fines, interest, and some planning-related revenues.
Government Grants (3%) are funds provided by senior levels of government.
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Money use by operational functions in 2020
2020

2019
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1,400,000
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800,000
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400,000
200,000
0

Cost of doing business
On a year-over-year basis, Albertans paid 1.7% more in 2020 for the goods and
services that comprise the Consumer Price Index (CPI) than a year earlier, above the
national average rise in CPI of 0.7%. These numbers may be a little larger in 2021.
Inflationary change impacts local government in the same way it does residents and
business, which is why taxes typically go up a little even if there are no major
operational or capital changes. In 2020, operational budgetary changes meant that our
departments were spending below the levels of year-on-year inflationary change in the
Province and Canada. This will not always be the case going forward, but efforts always
made to keep costs down without compromising service levels.
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2020 Capital Expenditures by area
$384,929.00

$436,756.00

$64,217.00
$31,972.00
$580,612.00
Utility infrastructure

Buildings

Parks

Vehicles & Equipment

Roadway infrastructure

The 2020 Capital Budget involved a variety of projects – the THRC received several
important updates and accounted for the largest spending by area. Significant
expenditures were also directed towards the second lift of paving within Westview and
some important utility infrastructure projects.

2020 Capital Expenditure by source

7% 11%
36%
46%

Gas Tax Fund

Municipal Sustainability Initiative

Reserves

Taxation

Municipal Sustainability Initiative (MSI) Capital funds accounted for nearly half of
revenue used for capital projects. Reserves were also highly utilized as part of the
Town’s capital plan. Gas tax funding was also used and only a small amount of taxpayer
funds was used for capital projects.
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Non-municipal charges or requisitions
within a Nanton Property Tax Bill:
Alberta School Foundation Fund
Alberta Police Charges
Mosquito Creek Foundation Taxes
FCSS/ Nanton Quality of Life Foundation
Thelma Fanning Library
In 2021, the Town will begin clearly noting
Provincial charges/ requisitions on municipal
taxes that it is required to collect and remit. It
is important to distinguish those elements
from actual municipal taxes raised by the
Town and approved by Council for local
services.
Assessment 2021
While Nanton is still seeing greater
assessment volatility than other similar
communities, its overall assessment profile is
not dramatically different from the average of
comparative communities of similar
population and assessment base.
2021 may be the last year of little change in
terms of assessment as macroeconomic
pressures and the housing market see more
significant changes.
Budget focus will remain on % change to the
actual tax bill more than the mill rate,
especially when assessment is moving
differently than in some surrounding
communities.
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PROJECTS AND HIGHLIGHTS
CAPITAL PLAN AT-A-GLANCE
#

Description

Status

Notes

C: Complete, D: Deferred, IP: still in process at year end.
Roadway Infrastructure
1.
Westview Lift II paving and other areas
2.
Sidewalk replacement program
3.
Pedestrian Crossing (Tim Horton’s/Lion’s
Grove Park)

C
C
C

$375,000 budget
$50,000 budget
$15,000 budget

Pictured: new Highway 2 crosswalk between Tim Horton’s and Lion’s Grove Park.
Utility Infrastructure
1.
Valve and Hydrant renewal
2
Manhole replacement
3.
WTP SCADA/PLC
4.
Spring Line/Jackson Well WTP intake
improvements

IP
IP
C
C

$150,000 budget
$75,000 budget
$120,000 budget
2019 capital plan. Jackson Well
subsequently required further
investment in 2021.

Pictured: work installing the new Springline raw water tie-in.
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Parks, Trails and Cemetery
1.
Westview Pond park improvements
Fountain replacement
Donation Wall Installation

$30,000 budget
C

Pictured: replacement fountains and the opening of the Donation Wall project.
Downtown Revitalization
1.
Northbound rest area upgrades

$50,000 budget
D
Deferred for further planning work.

Buildings
1.
THRC - arena & common

2.

Condenser
Washrooms
LED lighting
Solar panel system
Cladding work
THRC – pool

3.

New boiler
New deck
New siding
Nanton Scout Hall

$541,160 budget

C

$113,000 budget
C

$12,000 budget
C

Access Ramp and Washroom upgrade
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Pictured: LED lighting,
paintwork, condenser,
washroom renovation, pool
boiler.

Vehicles & Equipment
1.
Under $50,000 capital equipment
2.
Fire equipment

C
C

3.

Furniture and Fixtures
Street lights and speed warning signs

$50,000 budget
$25,000 budget
Under budget due to joint
purchasing with MDWC.
$25,000 budget

C

An experimental ‘switch-out’ was undertaken at the intersection of 26th Avenue and 20th Street to
assess the road safety impact of upgrading LED lights from 70 to 100W equivalent. More will be
done in 2021 based on the observed improvements around crosswalks.
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CAPITAL HIGHLIGHTS
 THRC – Significant upgrades were made
at the THRC in 2020. Energy efficient
upgrades completed include new LED
lighting, a new boiler for the pool
installed, a new condenser for the arena,
a solar array installed and new cladding
to the pool walls and the exterior south
wall. In addition, the main washrooms
were fully renovated, and a new weather
resistant product was applied to the pool
deck – $627,672 of MSI dollars invested
in total.
 Spring Line and Backwash pond – as
part of the 2019 raw water reservoir
renewal the Town dredged the backwash
pond in 2020 and tied the spring line into
the raw water reservoir ensuring a
second source of water to supplement
the reservoir.
 Water Plant – in 2020 a new SCADA
system and PLC (programmable logic
controller) were installed to improve
functionality of the plant with respect to
alarm management, data management
and reporting capabilities. MPE
Engineering along with Spider Electric
completed this work at a total cost of
$177,212 funded through MSI capital.

 Machinery & Equipment – in 2020 the Town invested a total of $77,382 in machinery & equipment
which included a new skid steer loader, new pedestrian crossing equipment and new street light
updates.
 Underground infrastructure - in 2020 $70,914 worth of valve and hydrant work was undertaken and
completed by Shawnee Excavating.
 Roadway infrastructure – in 2020 the Town completed the second phase of paving in the Westview
subdivision – 14,800 square meters of paving was done by Volker Stevin. In addition, a further 870
square meters of road repairs were completed in 20 different locations around town.
 Sidewalk rehabilitation – 227 lineal feet of sidewalk was replaced in 2020 at eight different locations
across town improving accessibility and sustainability of town infrastructure.
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 Scout Hall building upgrades – in 2020 the
Nanton Scout Hall received much needed
accessibility upgrades - $12,145 worth of work
was completed and funded by Town reserves
to ensure the ongoing use of the building.

 Memorial plaque – a beautiful custom edition
to Westview park was installed in 2020
ensuring future donors can be honored and
recognized. Work completed by Little Monkey
Metal Works.

CORPORATE SERVICES
In 2020 the Corporate Services department conducted business mostly us usual – COVID-19
did have an impact and the Town office was closed to the public for a period of time. When
things were relaxed, we welcomed residents back with a few minor changes. A new
administrative staff member was welcomed in late September and has been a positive addition
since helping to provide superb customer service. Several information technology upgrades
were completed in 2020 to ensure staff can work more efficiently.
In terms of municipal taxes, the Town was able to maintain the net tax collected at 2019 levels
while maintaining levels of service. A new requirement to fund rural policing costs was
introduced in 2020 meaning tax bills were slightly higher than 2019. On the utility front, water
and wastewater rates were increased as part of the Town’s utility sustainability plan – the intent
being to ensure the utilities are self-sustaining and not subsidized by taxes.
Despite the difficulties encountered from the pandemic, 2020 was a positive year and the
Corporate Services Department will continue to work hard and be responsive to ratepayer
needs. Please feel free to reach out to the Town office – we’re happy to help.

COMMUNITY PEACE OFFICER SERVICES
With major changes at the MD of Willow Creek in terms of Peace Officer staffing in 2020,
coupled with the unusual impacts of COVID-19 Regulations, it was mutually felt that any
reporting in 2020 would not be particularly representative or comparable to years prior. We
intend to have a detailed report for this section back for 2021.
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OPERATIONS
Water
Operations

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Wastewater
Operations

•
•
•
•

Both creek pumps were successfully rebuilt.
The raw water pond and the back wash pond were dredged, and a lot
of sediment was removed from both.
The sediment from the back wash pond containing some of our water
treatment chemicals was stored and dried and hauled to the landfill as
required. More frequent cleanings are recommended, not only for
operational use but budget planning as well.
Spring water supply line extension to the raw water pond was installed
allowing a larger percentage of the allocation to be not only used but
put in the raw water pond when we could not pump from the creek
allowing us to come into the spring with a higher level in the pond and
be able to not have to pump as much of the dirtier runoff water. In 2021
we will be able to use our full Alberta Environment allocation from this
source
Jackson Well was started up as planned after some years, but
mechanical equipment age meant we were not able to get our full
allocation out of it in 2020. With repairs we expect to use the full
allocation in 2021.
A much-needed upgrade to the water treatment plant’s automation
controls and SCADA system was started.
The pressure overload valve for the treatment plant was replaced along
with a main isolation valve.
2 new hydrants in new locations were installed in the town, repairs were
done to 3 others.
There were 9 water service line breaks, one main line leak and several
main line valve replacements done.
Systems were put in place to aid in maintenance of the treatment plant
and its operations.
Replacement and repairs of several pieces of equipment such as the
main line mixer, back wash pump, saturator pump and compressor as
well as level controls for the saturator and the uninterrupted power
supply back up system were done.
Contractors came in and with our help all 3 filters were completely
drained cleaned and serviced, and parts replaced as needed and
topped up with the proper amounts of media.
Flushing was done on parts of the town’s hydrant and water distribution
system.
Operational costs at the treatment plant remained a challenge to
resolve, largely due to sludge disposal costs.
Further camera work was done to certain sewer lines in trying to get a
baseline of condition of the Town’s sewer collection lines established
over a few years.
Maintenance power flushing was done by the Town staff with its smaller
flushing machine where able.
Contractors brought in a few times with large truck to flush, clean and
to root removal on some lines.
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Roads,
Sidewalks &
Curbs

•
•

•

•
•

•

Arena
Multiplex

The second lift of pavement for the last completed section of Westview
was done.
Areas that were damaged doing water repairs over the previous year
as well as several other large, needed patches were done including one
sorely needed to stop further deterioration of the roadway on 28th street
in front of the truck-stop.
After a successful small pilot project of dust control on a section of
gravel roads was done in 2019 a larger number of main roadways were
done in town. All of 19th Avenue and several connecter streets to it
were done along with 22nd Avenue were done and seemed to work
well.
After a trial project in the previous year more spray patching repair was
done around the town in areas best treated by that method of repair.
Approximately 400 cubic yards of gravel were added to roadways and
alleys. This is a good start to get these roads back to where we can
maintain them better. This will need to be done annually for several
years to catch up.
A sidewalk assessment was done by a third party and our repairs in
2020 were based on their priorities using a balance of business and
residential areas.

Maintenance work was done and some minor modifications undertaken to
warm room and access to prepare its use for temporary Council Chambers.
The pool had a complete repainting by the staff.

Parks &
Recreation

•
•
•

•

Equipment

Safety &
Training

•

Planted more trees, increased our watering ability and frequency with
larger water tank on truck.
Early heavy fall storm fatally damaged at least 17 trees along Slade
drive.
Maintained tree trimming and maintenance though third-party arborist
company, a continuation of increased 2019 maintenance with continued
yearly maintenance we will be caught up to normal maintenance
required. Several large trees at the end of their life and potentially
dangerous to surrounding areas were removed.
New fountains with an additional one put into Westview pond for a total
of 3 now.
•
In doing this it was found that there is a fair bit of sediment
developing in the pond and planning needs to be done in the near
future to address this.
Our older model 220 single speed Bobcat skid steer upgraded to new
2 speed 770 bobcat. This has greatly improved efficiency in snow
clearing and travel time with the 2 speed.

Training was restricted this year due to Covid 19 and we were not able to send
people to outside courses.
Online courses taken in several areas: emergency management, water and
wastewater, safety committee.
The Safety Committee was organized and started more regular meetings:
• Specialized course for the committee members was done on line.
• More inspections being done
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Emergency
Several staff were able to start their required training in Emergency
Management Management courses.
Personnel

COVID-19
Impacts

A half time Public Works clerk position was created, greatly assisting the
operations manager and other staff in freeing up time for other work. This was
especially helpful in the safety program and getting it kick started again.
The Covid 19 pandemic affected the town in a lot of ways especially in the
areas of providing recreational services to the residents:
•

Pool opening was delayed, and services restricted on how they could
be provided

•

Ice arena was greatly affected with on again off again changing
restrictions.

Staff from the arena were put to good use in the downtime of the facility
closures; a great amount of maintenance and repairs such as extra painting,
plumbing repairs and other items that often do not have enough time spent on
them when the arena is occupied was able to be accomplished. A trial for
chipping brush was also conducted by the arena staff.

LEGISLATIVE
Bylaws:
1333

Intermunicipal Collaboration Framework

1335

Utility Bill Leniency

1336

Utility Penalty Waiver (temporary)

1337

Tax Penalty Amendment (temporary)

1339

Non-Residential Sub Class

1341

Urban Chickens

1342

Urban Bees

Policy:
12

47

20/02/18

Travel Reimbursement

14

92

20/04/06

Temporary Personnel

11

161

20/07/13

CAO Performance Review

12

187

20/08/10

Logo & Coat of Arms Branding Use

14

249

20/01/05

Non Union Personnel

11

250

20/10/05

Video Recordings & Live Streaming of Council Meetings

13

316

20/11/02

Reserves – update

66

318

20/11/02

Municipal Lot Sales Revised Pricing
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PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
Summary of development applications
received:

Total # 45
1 – Land Use Bylaw Amendment
0 – Subdivision Application

Summary of Building Permits issued (Residential
and Non Residential):

2020 Total Building Permits Issued: 21
2019 Total Building Permits Issued: 31
2018 Total Building Permits Issued: 23

Total Permit Value 2020 $640,700
Total Permit Value 2019 $3.4 million
Total Permit Value 2018 $1.7 million

Municipal Property: One industrial lot sold
to Taslar Trading (now Nanton Seed Ltd.)
Significant development projects of note that were completed or received approval:
Construction values were very low, but a few vacant non-residential properties have been
revitalized using prefabricated buildings or changes in use. Residential construction was
limited to mainly accessory buildings/structures.
Wayfinding signage installation completed (summer).
Alberta Rural Development Network – Lite Needs and Demand Analysis (July)
West Neighbourhood Development Concepts (continuing into 2021)
Town staff spent considerable time with both the nearby Hutterite community and Nanton
Lions in salvaging a season for the Farmer’s Market at the THRC Car Park, which was very
positively received.
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NANTON VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
COVID-19 hit in March 2020,
brought many challenges to NFD
with policy changes, safety
concerns and procurement of
personal protective equipment. The
NFD did not experience any
positive cases.

•
•

•

•

There were 22 active
volunteers in 2020 (+2
since 2019)
The Willow Creek
Emergency Services
Agreement was finalized
and signed on July 22,
2020.
Three Nanton
firefighters successfully
completed the 1001
Level 2 course.
Two Nanton firefighters
successfully completed
the Critical Incident
Stress Management
course.

The MD of Willow Creek added to the capacities of the Fire
Department by adding the rural-rescue capable ‘Rescue 11’
to the fleet stored at the hall.

NFD Call Statistics
2019

2020

200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Equipment:
• 25 Cairns Invader 664 structure fire helmets were purchased and placed into
service in May 2020 to replace older Bullard helmets.
• M.D. of Willow Creek provided NFD with a Rescue truck in September 2020
adding necessary apparatus to NFD.
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Focus: Signage & Wayfinding
2020 was the year that Council directed that elements of the 2017 Wayfinding report be
implemented. Once started, this is a project that never really ends as conditions, locations,
marketing and branding conditions change. Feedback and suggestions are always welcome
going forward, but here are some highlights.

Three pedestrian wayfinding signs were
installed to assist with foot traffic guidance
around town.

Visitor Information Centre Signage and
Vehicular Wayfinding

North and South HWY 2 Feature Boards.

Highway 533 entrance signs and Highway 2/
Commercial Core banners.

The Town, in partnership with stakeholders, has begun experimenting with community uses
for the old 1960s signage infrastructure, which is 40 feet wide!
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Strategic Plan & Update
The Town of Nanton’s Strategic Plan was developed by the current Council in 2018 to help
establish their goals and guide their decision-making for the balance of their term. The Plan was
organized around several core pillars, with the addition of ‘Finance and Information Technology’
and ‘Single Issues’ in late 2019, which were then subdivided into five priorities and objectives.
These pages outline the progress made under each objective as at December 31, 2020.

Thematic Area

Committee

CORE SERVICES:
FINANCE & I.T.:
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:

SERVICES
FINANCE
ECONOMIC & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
RECREATION AND CULTURE
GOVERNANCE
COUNCIL OR SPECIAL
COMMITTEE

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT:
GOVERNANCE:
SINGLE ISSUES:

It is important to note that the Strategic Plan IS NOT a comprehensive Operational Plan listing
every single planned task or project of the Town – its priorities and objectives help direct each
department’s operational and budgetary plans for the term. Specific objectives may be
amended, deferred or deleted by Council depending on changing financial, operational or
political circumstances. Some objectives still require work with Council and stakeholders to
define action items for objective progress measurement.
Strategic Plan Priorities in Staff Reporting
This check box system is used by staff in relevant Requests for Decisions (RFDs) or Information
Briefs. ☐

STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT
☐ CORE SERVICES
☐ FINANCE & I.T.
☐ ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES
☐ COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES
☒ GOVERNANCE
☐ SINGLE ISSUE PRIORITY
Please detail the specific strategic priority and objective if applicable:
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES PROGRESS
CORE
SERVICES

FINANCE & IT

CORPORATE PRIORITIES ONLY*
IMPROVING WATER TREATMENT AND
COMPLETED:
QUALITY
OBJECTIVE:
Improved raw water
EFFICIENT OPERATION OF WASTE WATER
reservoir capacity by the end of 2019.
TREATMENT PLANT
OBJECTIVE:
Blend existing
groundwater source with surface water
IMPROVED ROAD MAINTENANCE
to improve taste and odour by 2020.
OBJECTIVE:
Provide additional
SUSTAINABLE SERVICES AND
knowledgeable oversight to support
INFRASTRUCTURE
operations by 2020 – ongoing work
OBJECTIVE:
Determine the future of
IMPROVED SOLID WASTE SERVICES
the Nanton Recycling Centre by mid
(RECYCLING)
2020
OBJECTIVE:
Complete the final lift of
paving in Westview III by December
2020

A FINANCIAL ROADMAP FOR UTILITIES

COMPLETED:

IMPROVING ASSET MANAGEMENT
BASELINE AND LONG-RANGE WORK

OBJECTIVE:
Conduct and execute
the recommendations, where
affordable, of a Utility Operational
Capital Requirements review for 202024.
OBJECTIVE:
Develop a plan and
budget for improved I.T. security and
network health by the end of 2019.
OBJECTIVE:
Starting summer 2020,
one annual Fees and Rates review with
the goal of one amendment or
repeal/replace annually.

IMPROVED I.T. PROVISION AND
SERVICES
ONGOING USER FEE REVIEW FOR
FAIRNESS, COMPETITIVENESS AND
VALUE
ECONOMIC
SUPPORT BUSINESS RETENTION AND
DEVELOPMENT EXPANSION
INVEST IN AMENITIES AND AESTHETICS
NEXT WESTVIEW RESIDENTIAL PHASE (4)

COMPLETED:
The Business Retention and Expansion
Strategy project has been completed
and is now in an implementation phase
under the approved priorities. Please
review the BR&E Update.
OBJECTIVE:
Improved Highway
wayfinding signage by 2020
OBJECTIVE:
New pedestrian
wayfinding signage over 2020/21

COMMUNITY
TOM HORNECKER RECREATION CENTRE
DEVELOPMENT COST AND BENEFIT BALANCE
MAXIMIZE PARK FEATURES
POSITIVE ONGOING INVESTMENTS IN
PARKS AND TRAILS
ANTICIPATE PARK CHANGE

COMPLETED:
OBJECTIVE:
Completion of the
Green Space Master Plan by 2019
OBJECTIVE:
Approve the location
and footprint for a dog park in
partnership with the Nanton Leos by
early 2020.
OBJECTIVE:
Implement a
sustainable program of upgrades and
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capital renewal at the THRC annually,
leveraging external support wherever
possible.
OBJECTIVE:
Leveraging the new
Public Realm reserve, implement a
modest program of park and trail
feature investments in 2020-21,
including strategic tree planting.
OBJECTIVE:
Approve and construct
a suitable monument or board for the
acknowledgement of contributions to
the donation program for memorial
trees in 2020.

GOVERNANCE

IMPROVED COMMUNICATIONS AND
DIALOGUE WITH THE COMMUNITY
TIMELY AND EFFECTIVE REVIEW OF
PLANS, BYLAWS AND POLICIES
INITIATIVE PARTICIPATION,
CORPORATE ADVOCACY AND
COLLABORATION

SINGLE ISSUES

RENEWAL OR EXPANSION OF THE
NANTON MEDICAL CLINIC

COMPLETED:
OBJECTIVE:
Website renewal by the
end of 2019, with full content update
and consolidations by June 2020.
OBJECTIVE:
Work to secure an
Intermunicipal Collaboration
Framework and Bylaw that support’s
elements of Council’s strategic vision
with the M.D of Willow Creek by April
2020.
OBJECTIVE: Identify a manageable
template for annual or year-end
reporting that provides Council and the
public with an appropriate level of
operational and strategic progress
information, to be produced
collaboratively by department heads
each spring, with a foreword by the
Mayor.
OBJECTIVE:
Standardize and
improve the organizational approach
to the utility bill newsletter and
message from the Mayor in 2020.
OBJECTIVE:
Develop a new
Emergency Response Plan by the end
of 2019.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMNT
*Some overlap with operational plan for the year, but not consistently.
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BR&E Update

Year

2020

Business Succession &
Transition

Community Investment
Readiness

Housing Plan

o

Vacant Commercial Propertyo
Bylaw ADOPTED

o

Research Business Vitality
Loan Fund policy

Apply business-friendly lens
o
to policy and bylaw
processes. ONGOING

Housing needs
assessment LITE
COMPLETE

o

o

2021

o

Work with and support CFH o
and ABSW where needs on
Succession/Transition

o

ONGOING

o

Execute Business Vitality Loan
Fund (if Council approve)

o

Work with and support CFH
and ABSW where needed on
business
Succession/Transition
initiative
o

Committee:

Highlight changes as
executed.

o

o

Land Use Bylaw
o
review to potentially
increase affordable
options and mixed
use neighbourhoods.

o

Open door policy on
potential partners. o

Discuss IDP and Future
Growth with MDWC.

• Apply business-friendly o
lens to policy and bylaw
processes.
o
• Highlights changes as
executed.

Strategic
Partnerships

Ongoing work on o
Westview Phases.

Wayfinding
implementation.
COMPLETE
Identify favoured
Destination
Marketing
Organization
partners and their
affordability
Grants: Only support
community partners
that collaborate with
Town or others
strongly
Review website
calendar after 1 year

Open door policy on
partners and
initiatives.

Explore value added
business opportunities
related to Heritage form
and character.

Status quo in 2020, review in November 2020.

Implement any governance changes in 2021.

ABSW: Alberta Southwest Regional Alliance
CFH: Community Futures Highwood
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Grants of Assistance 2020
In 2020 two municipal grants were again available. The Annual Support Grant was
available to registered non-profit organizations to support essential operations and
capital expenditures for the provision of services which directly benefit the community.
In 2020 council approved the following:

Nanton Handi Van Society
Junior Achievement Program
Nanton Citizens on Patrol
Rowan House Society
Farm Safety Center of Southern AB
High River District Health Care Foundation
One-off requests
Total

2020
Approved
$3000
$600
$250
$300
$300
$1000
$500
$5,950

The Annual Promotional Grant was also made available to organizations and groups who
support promotional efforts related to Tourism, Economic Development, and or Community
Development in Nanton. In 2020 a total of $2,500 was approved as follows:
Nanton Booster Club - $500 to support the annual parade
Nanton Promoters - $500 to support the annual August long weekend fireworks display
Nanton FCSS - $500 to support the Indoor walking program at the Bomber Command Museum
Canadian Grain Elevator Society - $500 to support the Halloween event which projected a
movie onto the grain elevator for the public’s viewing pleasure
Good Morning Nanton Live - $500 to support the Operation Giving program at Christmas.
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Focus: Asset Management
Like any community, Nanton has a degree of infrastructure deficit that can only be tackled
through a mix of data gathering, preventative maintenance, capital reserve growth and
replacement/renewal of assets exceeding or about to exceed their useful lives.
For large pieces of buried infrastructure (utilities) renewal typically
needs to await larger federal or provincial programs to reduce the
municipal borrowing requirement. The goal of the Town is to be
somewhat ready for those opportunities with a priority plan.
For budgetary or other matters brought to the Council table, assets
must have a condition rating pursuant to certain standards. Condition
grading is based on the simple 5-level ranking system where 1 is
‘Very Good’ and 5 is ‘Unserviceable’.
RANK
1
2

3

1985 backwash pond
pump replaced in 2020

4

5

DESCRIPTION OF CONDITION
Very Good Condition
Only normal maintenance required
Minor Defects Only
Minor maintenance required (5-10%)
Maintenance Required to Return to
Accepted Level of Service
Significant maintenance required (10-20%)
Requires Renewal
Significant renewal/upgrade required (2050%)
Asset Unserviceable
Over 50% of asset requires replacement

RECOMMENDED
ACTION
Monitor only

COUNCIL

Request information on defects if
asset renewal or replacement
would cost $1,000,000+
Refer
matter
to
Standing
Committee for discussion and
recommended actions
Priority discussion for budgetary
action
within
3-year
capital
planning timeframe
Priority discussion for budgetary
action in the next financial year
(immediate
tax
or
reserve
implications)

These are dialogues that continue on a regular basis, particularly given ongoing constraints
around budgetary resources available, senior government grant aid programs, personnel
available and the costs of analyzing problems before embarking upon full scale solutions.
A common public question is why certain roads in need of major resurfacing take so long to
be tackled – the answer is frequently that to do that, the fiscally responsible thing to do would
be to renew water and sewer systems underneath that road surface at the same time. That
increases the cost of the project by a significant order of magnitude, putting the project on a
much longer-term priority list. In this context, particularly if discussing buried assets, even
professional analyses of problems and priorities can become contentious given the financial
impacts and consequences of prioritizing a particular project. Just one $2 million project
could eat up nearly 30% of the Town’s borrowing capacity, for example.
The Town relies upon the broader community’s understanding and support when dealing with
infrastructure that requires replacing or upgrade as it can often seem unimportant until a
critical failure occurs. The essential asset management practices in Nanton are and remain
those that keep the faucets running, the lavatories flushing and facilities operating.
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Engage with us – it’s easy!
Utility Bill Newsletter & Message from the Mayor
This is sent out with Water and Sewer bills bi-monthly and posted on the website. Call or e-mail
the Town if you’d like the latest copy.
Council Meetings
The powers of Mayor and Council are exercised through the adoption of resolutions or the
enactment of bylaws at regularly scheduled Council meetings. Council holds two regular
meetings each month (one in July and August) on the first and third Mondays at 7:00pm.
Meetings are open to the public and agendas are available at Town Hall and on the Town’s
website at https://nanton.ca.
Committees and Commissions
A variety of municipal topics and other functions are dealt with first by committees and
sometimes separately by commissions such as the Municipal Planning Commission (MPC).
Most meetings are public and there are sometimes opportunities for you, the public, to get
involved.
Town Website
Your guide to Town services, Council
Meetings, reports, mapping, special projects,
events and more. Find it all at
www.nanton.ca. Access agendas for
upcoming meetings, review minutes from
past meetings, view staff reports, research
bylaws – every detail about past, present
and future activities.
Social Media
Follow us on Facebook by clicking on the
icons at www.nanton.ca.
Public Information Meetings/ Open Houses
Held on an “as-needed” basis, Public Information Meetings provide residents with key
information about important topics such as the Town’s current budget and major capital
projects.
Annual Report
This new report is a means for the Town to report on basic financial and operational information,
progress made on the previous year’s objectives and to set out current and future strategic
goals and objectives. A new report is produced and made available annually.
Annual Financial Statements
Usually available for the prior year each spring, the audited financial statements provide more
granular data with respect to the Town’s financial position and legislative compliance for a public
sector body. Once approved, these are publicly available and placed on the Town website.
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